1971 heavy chevy truck wiring diagram

This pictorial diagram shows us a physical connection that is much easier to understand in an
electrical circuit or system. An electrical diagram can indicate all the interconnections,
indicating their relative positions. The use of this Array can be positively recognized in a
production project or in solving electrical problems. This can prevent a lot of damage that even
derail electrical plans. The layout facilitates communication between electrical engineers
designing electrical circuits and implementing them. The pictures are also helpful in making
repairs. It shows whether the installation has been appropriately designed and implemented
while confirming the safety regulators. A usually gives information about the relative position
and arrangement of devices and terminals on the devices, to help in building or servicing the
device. This is unlike a schematic diagram, where the arrangement of the components
interconnections on the diagram usually does not correspond to the components physical
locations in the finished device. A pictorial would show more detail of the physical appearance,
whereas a wiring diagram uses a more symbolic notation to emphasize interconnections over
physical appearance. Potentiometer Wiring Schematic show the circuit flow with its impression
rather than a genuine representation. They only provide general information and cannot be used
to repair or examine a circuit. The functions of different equipment used within the circuit get
presented with the help of a schematic diagram whose symbols generally include vertical and
horizontal lines. However, these lines are known to show the flow of the system rather than its
wires. A represents the original and physical layout of electrical interconnections. Wiring on the
picture with different symbols shows the exact location of equipment in the whole circuit. Its
components are shown by the pictorial to be easily identifiable. They are often photos attached
with highly-detailed drawings or labels of the physical components. A person with a strong
knowledge of electrical wiring diagrams can only understand a pictorial. Potentiometer Wiring
Schematic The layout facilitates communication between electrical engineers designing
electrical circuits and implementing them. Why changing the potentiometer affects the whole
circuit? A potentiometer schematic circuit diagram. Download Scientific DiagramResearchGate.
What is the purpose of wiring pins 2 and 3 of a potentiometer together? Related Potentiometer
Wiring Schematic. This is a typical - headlight wiring schematic. Colors may or may not vary
from year to year. One of the harnesses I have, had the sockets replaced at one time. The wires
coming out of the sockets of the turn signals below the headlights are the same on both sides.
Each has a yellow, a dark brown, and a black. Peeling off some tape, revealed which colors they
were spliced into. I have a , , and a harness. All three had the same seven wire colors shown in
my diagram. Missing in the diagram is the brown wire that feeds the left front marker lamp. It
connects the same as the right side marker lamp brown wire to the left front marker light.
Although the exact colors may vary during these model years, the connections are the same.
For Automotive Literature it is hard to beat E Bay! GM Factory Service Manuals include full
detailed instructions for replacing body panels. Every nut bolt and screw location, torque specs,
and a ton more. These books are 2" thick, and often include full wiring diagrams too! Get over
to E Bay! E Bay Motors - I have gotten many manuals there. The older manuals didn't include
wiring. I just also won a bid on a GM Dealer Album. It includes all pricing for all Chevrolet
vehicles, the cost of all options, all the separate optional equipment catalogs and believe me
there are lots even a brochure for the Blazer Chalet. There are paint chips, and fabric samples. It
is jam packed with info. You can also find truck parts as well. Factory Service Manuals! GM
considers anything 1 ton or under to be a "Light Duty" vehicle. So if you plan on restoring a car
or truck, get your hands on a factory service manual, you will not be disappointed! Wiring For
Restorations. Our Other Sites: Snowplowing-Contractors. Author: Chuck Smith. Click On A
Book. Fuse Box Diagrams. Plow Light Wiring Schematic. Headlight Schematic - Updated - added
tail light schematic. Under Hood Wiring. The alternator and the voltage regulator was the same
as with other GM cars, but wiring layout makes the Chevy system unique. Knowledge of this
exclusive design is very important when up-grading the Chevy electrical system. We need to get
electrical power from the alternator to the partsâ€”not just charge the battery. When running
with factory wiring design â€¦. At the time of this writing, the popular Chevy main power system
is about 40 years old. The original version was installed with the first alternators, in Chevy
models. We often expect better performance from these cars than when they were new. Routing
and distribution of alternator power output is handled by the wiring system. When installing
more powerful alternators, and also when adding accessories that will use power, current flow
through the wiring system is increased. And the wiring becomes more important than ever
before. The system diagramed above is typical of the original Chevy wire harness design used
in ,, and Those years had the long nose water pump and passenger side alternator mounting.
Alternator output is routed directly to the splice. The battery charging wire originates at the
splice. And vital to electrical system performance in this original system, the voltage regulator
will read and adjust voltage level at the splice. The splice is the center hub of this electrical

system, and maintaining proper voltage level at the splice is the key to good performance with
this original system. All power to operate the electrical system plus power to recharge the
battery is routed through this splice. This type of factory splice is very reliable, as it is crimped
and soldered, and then covered with tape. The splice in the wiring and the Horn Relay both
serve as buss-bars in this system. All voltage regulators take a voltage reading, and from the
reading the regulator will make the correct adjustments to alternator output. And sometimes
delightful too, part of the fun with Hot Rodding has always been sort rebel related. Leading
authorities have often told us not to accept more than 0. Also on the same engineering data
sheet, DELCO REMY published recommendation for minimum cable gauge sizes per feet of
cable between the alternator and the battery, and included various alternator output ratings in
the chart. For alternator output ratings between 50 and 65 amps, the chart begins with 8gauge
for total cable length at 4 to 7feet. Sometimes these guidelines are intended as a cover all
blanket, work in all situations, and always get the job done installation method. Guidelines are
intended to keep people out of trouble. If cars would have been entirely built using all minimum
engineering recommendations for copper cable gauge sizes, then these cars would be hauling
around a few hundred pounds of very expensive copper cable. Since it was not practical to
install so much heavy copper cable on the millions of cars built, Chevy engineering provided a
practical exception to the rule. At least one thing about wiring for this Chevy alternator system
is very unusual, excessive voltage drop between the alternator and battery will occur with
normal system functionâ€”and yet the electrical system worked fine. The battery charged
perfectly and electrical system performance was not compromised in the least bit. It was a feat
accomplished by the wiring system layout. Not only that, but it was a forgiving system that was
more gentle to batteries and alternators in the event of recharging a battery while driving! Truly
the Chevy wiring system was unique. The design caused the voltage regulator to take voltage
reading from the main power distribution hub the splice. The heavy cable and minimum voltage
drop recommendations from DELCO would have worked, even without special attention to
where the voltage regulator would take voltage level reading. Mounting location of components
caused long wire length at the alternator output circuit, and also at the battery charging circuit.
These two wires deserve the most attention, in this system. Long lengths at these two wires
give the Chevy system special characteristics. The regulator took voltage reading from the
splice, which distributed alternator power. The regulator adjusted alternator output as required
to maintain proper voltage level at the splice. Therefore a little voltage drop in a long wire from
the alternator did not reduce system performance. The alternator did not mind producing power
at This part of the system layout did not happen by chance. The voltage sensing wire from the
regulator was connected where it would optimize system performance, which let the main hub
distribute power at It was a wiring design created with definite purpose in mind. Thanks to some
clear thinkers at Chevy engineering department we were spared some cost, and weight, and
bulky cables at the front of these cars! Of course the system would have worked equally well
with 4gauge copper cable connecting the alternator to the horn relay, and 4gauge connecting
the alternator to the battery. But manufacturing the system with so many feet of 4gauge cable
would have contributed to higher cost of these cars! And, the system with 4gauge cables would
not have performed any better than the Chevy system with only 10gauge wires. In honest
retrospect view of the long battery charging wire, the beneficial side effect caused by the long
wire was probably not intentional. More likely it resulted from location of the parts. The battery
tray was on the passenger side. The battery charging wire connected the battery at the right to
the rest of the system at the left. Current flow through the battery charging wire will only be a
large amount when the battery is discharged. Therefore, significant voltage drop only occurred
when recharging a low battery. This is when the beneficial side effect comes into play; the
voltage drop in the battery charging wire slowed the battery charge rate. Slow rate battery
charging is less abusive to the battery than a fast charge rate. Slowing the charge rate a little
can also reduce the probability of alternator overheating damage when recharging a low battery
while driving. And slow charge rate reduces corrosion at the battery area of these good-looking
Hot Rods! The battery stops accepting much current as it becomes fully charged, and as
current flow tapers off then voltage drop is reduced. The electrical system draws power from
the splice, where voltage is controlled by the regulator. The condition of connections at the
Horn Relay screws is very important to system operation. The entire dash area will be operating
with power drawn from the screw connections, and they deserve occasional inspection.
Connections at the buss-bar screws must be clean and tight. Relays with a rusty or corroded
buss-bar should be replaced with new. Wire terminals may be polished with a small wire brush.
When Up-grading the alternator and using this original wiring system, proper voltage must be
maintained at the splice and Horn Relay area. Electrical Tech. Work Shop Tips. About M. This is
not an automated service. Each Diagram that is requested has to be hand selected and sent. As

this is a free service it receives an overwhelming amount of requests and may take up to a week
or longer for a response. Just submit a request for the wiring diagram you want ex. We will
provide you with the basic free wiring diagrams in an email that can be viewed, saved or printed
for future use. Automotive basic wiring diagrams are available free for domestic and Asian
vehicles. Some European wiring diagrams are available also. Once you get your Free Wiring
Diagrams, then what do you do with it. You still need to fix the problem that led you here in the
first place right? There are many different ways to look at fixing an electrical problem but we will
stick with the easiest way. First , find the problem area on the wiring diagram. Highlight the
individual circuit using a different color for positive and negative. Trace the wiring till you can
see where a short may have taken place. Eliminate each portion of the diagram in sections until
you find the short in the wiring. This makes knowing where to check connections easy with an
automotive wiring diagram. Free Auto Repair Manuals. Free vehicle specific wiring diagrams
available upon request. Please search first. Wiring Diagrams This is not an automated service.
Please be specific on what area of the vehicle you need a free wiring diagram for. Some of the
images are in ". This will insure the ability to read the free wiring diagrams with ease. Adobe
Acrobat Reader is available as a free download at Adobe. To Submit a request for basic free
wiring diagrams Here. This is the same information that the dealers use. How to read wiring
diagrams Use the two different diagrams below to help you understand what you are looking at.
There are many different symbols on wiring diagrams and can be difficult to figure out what
they each represent if you have not seen them before. The sample wiring diagram to your above
will help you be able to read and understand the description locations on each wiring diagram.
Each part is labeled on the sample wiring diagram to make it easier to read. How to read and
interpret wiring diagrams:. Click on an alphabet below to see the full list of models starting with
that letter:. Models Document Type. Chassis Service Manual. Service Manual. Operator's
Manual. Data Book. Repair Manual. Owner's Manual. Shop Manual. DB90 Series. DC90 Series.
DC90 Series DH90 Series. DH90 Series DI90 Series. DI90 Series DN90 Series. DN90 Series DP90
Series. FB90 Series. FC90 Series. FC90 Series FH90 Series. FH90 Series FI90 Series. FI90 Series
FN90 Series. FN90 Series HC90 Series. HE90 Series. HH90 Series. HI90 Series. HI90 Series HM
HM80 Series. HM80 Series HN90 Series. HN90 Series HV HV70 Series. HV70 Series JB90 Series.
JC90 Series. JE90 Series. JH90 Series. JI90 Series. JI90 Series JM JM80 Series. JM80 Series
JN90 Series. JN90 Series JV JV70 Series. JV70 Series Light Duty Truck Low Cab Forward
Series. MB90 Series. MC90 Series. MH90 Series. MH90 Series MI90 Series One Series P Wiring
Diagrams. R-V RM80 Series. TE90 Series. TM TM80 Series. TV TV70 Series. TV70 Series WM80
Series. WV70 Series. WW90 Series. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore
password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Needed are some logs without bark and a table
saw. Cut in half and add tongue and groove. You have a truck flat bed! Owners: John and
Michele Dunkirk. We have always assumed that less than Advance Design Canopy Express
trucks remain. If you ever see one restored or not restored, you should stop and take note. They
carried groceries in neighborhoods with one car families during the years they were built. The
husbands drove the family car to work and the ladies were housewives. Grocers knew if they
were to stay in business they must drive their Canopy Express to housing areas displaying and
delivering food. Our feature truck is probably the most complete and perfect restored example
in existence! His desire to have a Canopy Express was because his first vehicle was this body
style. Thus, it was the least expensive vehicle John could buy during his later high school
years. The restoration bug had now bitten John and he wanted to do another Advance Design
truck. Yes, he decided it had to be a Canopy Express. The problem, there were none! They were
built for work and a first owner wanted them to look their very best doing neighborhood grocery
marketing. Sad but true, there was almost no interest in a second hand Canopy Express. Within
5 years the wood and canvas side curtains began deteriorating. The wooden rear floor now
stayed wet from rain and snow and mechanical maintenance requirements were beginning. The
Canopy Express had reached the end of a short life. The way the owner described it, made the
truck sound like a real one! He drove almost miles one way to see it. A great surprise, it was the
real thing and a As he looked at the total package, it seemed so deteriorated! It would need it all
and a little more. At the time, John thought this must be about the only one left in the world so
the damage from age and abuse was overlooked. No nut or bolt would be left untouched. It was
like building a large model kit after the parts were restored. They soon realized what a big
project they were into, however there was no turning back. Otherwise only a pile of parts would
remain for salvage. It is one of the top attractions at all shows! The finished vehicle is now
basically as it was when new. A great inline six cylinder motor is just broke in. Of course, the 4
speed transmission was a necessity on a Canopy Express. The low speed first gear was for
slow moving through the neighborhood while displaying grocery products. The paint is a
correct Chevrolet truck color, Transport Blue. John added one change to the restoration, it

originally had a single bucket seat. He used a full pickup seat, so he and Michele could attend
distant shows together. The white wall tires were a non-GM accessory but local tire shops could
have installed them after the canopy was bought. This would make the truck more of an
attention getter when selling merchandise in the neighborhoods. The most costly expense was
the acquisition of a Canopy Express tailgate. How could he spend so much time and money on
this project and then be stopped without a tailgate? He had no idea this part would be so
difficult to locate. He continued with the restoration assuming the gate would be found by the
end of the project. No matter how hard he researched, there was no gate to be found. They even
took it to Stowe, Vermont twice for the most attended antique car and truck show of the
summer. It received second place in the commercial class for both years. Still no tailgate!
Numerous local shows on Long Island, NY also saw this little canopy for the evening. Actually,
part of the reason for many of the shows was to try to get a lead on a tailgate. Finally, a few
years later another small magazine advertisement led to a tailgate. An un-restored complete
Canopy Express with a tailgate was for sale in Southern California. There was no choice. They
flew across the country to see it! When it reached New York a few weeks later, John and his
body man finally agreed and accepted the bad news. The inner tailgate panel had been beat so
bad that the dings, tears, and holes made it un-restorable. Without this inner panel, there could
be no tailgate. What a disappointment! What happens next? One day a lucky thing happened!
With almost as much effort as finding the Canopy gate, John finally traded for a damaged
Suburban tailgate. A restorable inner panel was now in his possession. He could cut it shorter
and make a new inside gate panel for his Canopy. The truck could be completed! Next project;
Finding the artificial fruit and vegetables to display were the easy part. John and Michele
attended many flea markets and garage sales. They soon found the best sources were estate
sales. Most wood boxes and labels had survived because they had been put in attics and
basements 50 years and used for storing merchandise. At these sales, John and Michele bought
the boxes when they could and not the miscellaneous items they contained. Reproductions
were not available. Then we come to the value of their time in the 5 year ground up restoration.
Just make a guess of the investment! You can contact John and Michele at : micheleant
hotmail. During National Convention of the American Truck Historical Society, we met some real
truck enthusiasts that had traveled to the show from Brazil. I was given a very interesting
current 12 month calendar from this museum. The most surprising page featured a Chevrolet
truck assembled in Brazil. Study the attached images carefully of the cab on this larger work
truck. It can be immediately recognized as a United States The GM factory in Brazil continued
with this popular cab for additional years! Look closely again. GM in the US did not continue to
produce Advance Design gauges, so look at the photo of the dash. Yes, the Chevrolet dash
gauges were the ones of choice in the Brazilian factory during at least This new Brazilian
Chevrolet truck is so different from the US models, yet there is just enough prior parts, it makes
it an excellent candidate for study. We were just coming out of the Great Depression. Families
with a little more income began to move away from the downtown centers and new
neighborhoods were developing at the edge of cities. Public transportation began serving some
of these new housing areas; however it was often not convenient for the new residents to walk
to the bus line. They would need to ride to the original mid-town, return home with a supply of
groceries, clothing, hardware items, etc. There was only so much a person could carry on a bus
or street car. Thus, the large numbers of small family-owned and operated neighborhood stores
began to emerge. These quickly became important to the woman of the house. The husband
would drive the family car or take the bus to work. The housewife remained at home, usually
with the children, and was the purchaser of groceries and related needs. Neighborhood stores
soon realized to be successful, they needed to take groceries, and laundry items to the
customer. With the above being said, the following describes one of the best examples of an all
original grocery delivery truck of the last century. This little GMC panel truck was discovered
over 16 years ago by the present owner, Paul Flammang. The store was typical for the times, a
two-story building on the corner. The shopping area was on the first floor and the owner and his
family lived upstairs. Over 50 years ago this building was converted to an upper and lower
duplex as the growth of large supermarkets put an end to the family-owned grocery stores. The
delivery truck, used by this grocer was locked in a back garage and had remained there over the
years. The family still owned the property. Paul, a local resident and old car enthusiast, had only
heard rumors of the stored delivery panel truck. One day he found a family member with access
to the garage and he asked if he could see the panel truck. He could not believe his eyes! The
store logos were still readable on the sides and a few unopened grocery items remained inside
undelivered. The log book in the glove box showed the last delivery in as well as addresses of
many regular customers in the neighborhood. A small ice box was still in the back by the
double doors. It held meat on customer deliveries. The water from the melting ice ran through a

drain hose in the factory hole for the spare tire clamp and then onto the street. Adjacent to this
ice box was a small chopping block and scale. To Paul, it was love at first sight! He owned a
handmade furniture business and wanted the panel truck to add to the character of his
company. Negotiations were successful and other than removing the ice box equipment, the
panel truck was left as is. Paul immediately used it to deliver his furniture to New York and
Boston twice each month, about miles away for many, many years. Yes, a few motor changes
occurred but the exterior has never changed. He is now retired and will spend his winters near
Phoenix. It will be his daily driver there. The current engine is a Chevrolet six cylinder. George
Penniston purchased it to drive to the various job site locations of his construction company.
This go anywhere vehicle was necessary to reach off road job sites through mud and snow. It
lacked only one option he required which was air conditioning. George had this installed a few
weeks later. The Blazer served him well for many years and nothing was changed in the
appearance or mechanicals. After years in construction, George retired and so did the Blazer. It
sat for years in the corner of the large construction business shop, later to be owned by his son
Russell. Therefore, it was many years before he put the little Blazer in line for restoration. In fact
it was when he retired that the Blazer project began. It was so untouched over the years that to
complete it, Russell only had to add new trim paint, upholstery, tires, body mounts, and the
usual restoration done on 35 year old vehicles. Even a pair of Missouri license plates are
attached. The mechanicals were excellent, so cleaning and painting made them just like it was
in Working on it for several years, it was finished about The awards are many. It still has the
original double stripe white wall spare tire in its correct position. The rubber rear floor mat came
with the Blazer when new. The under hood mechanical parts are so original that local restorers
have used it as a guide to build their same year trucks. The dash has no speaker slots at the top
like the conventional trucks. GM knew with a removable top, there would be a chance of it being
caught in the rain. This would ruin a speaker. Therefore, GM placed the speaker and a protective
grille at the bottom of the dash. The bucket seats are not like those on the more Deluxe pickups
of the same years. In fact, the optional right seat totally tips forward to provide access to the
optional rear seat. Without the optional console, the factory seat belt buckle is placed in a
non-metal pocket attached to the inner side of the seat. Yes, the tailgate is also used on the
Fleetside pickups; however a narrow horizontal metal strip is screwed to the top to allow for a
weather seal on the lift gate of the removable top. As a non-smoking family, there was never an
accessory factory cigarette lighter. Note the black original blank out beside the heater control
panel. Very rare! I did not start the restoration, but have finished the interior, exterior, the engine
bay, and performed some undercarriage work. It became a great stress-reliever from the daily
responsibilities of being a middle school principal in a state hard-hit by the Recession. I spent
more time in my waking hours thinking about the truck that I should; it occupied my dreams as
well! The truck was back on the road August , and it now has approximately miles on the
completely rebuilt c. It has a 4-speed stick floor with a rear. The truck is now my summer daily
driver in West Branch, Michigan approximately 90 miles from my home in Alma, Michigan. I
have corresponded with the man who purchased it from them; it has had multiple owners since
then. The truck was originally purchased by the Road Department from the Chevy dealership in
Hawthorne, which is no longer in existence. The Mineral County seals on the door sides were
compliments of the current Road Department supervisor. I purchased the amber Federal service
light and mounted it on a pole in the front-left of the truck bed; the switch is now under the
dash. The patched holes from a roof-mounted service light were clearly visible before the
headliner was replaced. Holes in various other locations around the truck where unknown items
were mounted can be seen. One such set of holes on the upper left of the dashboard were for a
small rubber-bladed electric fan. I found a rare N. Casco rubber-bladed fan and installed it in
that very same location! Another hole on the dashboard was where the wiring for the vintage N.
Casco cigar lighter was installed. The cab was striped. A finishing touch was finding and
mounting a GM accessory chrome grille guard. The truck was completely rewired, maintaining
the original 6 volt electrical service. Instrument gauges were also restored. New friends have
been made through the project the past few yearsâ€”some over the phone, others via the
Internet, and many in person. The information, help received, and locating miscellaneous parts
from the Stovebolt, H. I also found eBay a good place to find parts. Younger brothers Joe and
John were a big help on the project. Joe was a huge help on the electrical side of the project, as
well as the body finish. Attending the 50th V. Anniversary meet in Flint, Michigan July sure was
quite an event! The truck has appeared in two calendars and has been featured in the V. A
newspaper article was also written on it in the Mineral County Independent-News. Like this
truck, we will survive to thrive once more some day again. For the trucks first two years, it was
driven by Virginia Swaim to high school each day in Prescott, Arizona. After graduation her
father used it as a shop truck in his auto repair business until he retired. Then, Virginia kept it

mostly stored in a backyard garage until she passed away in He discovered it in the same
closed garage where it had spent all of its later years. Virginia sold it to Pat several years after
he discovered it by accident as he drove by the garage door that was open for a few minutes.
Maybe this second ownership was meant to be! Pat was even given the pickups entire history in
receipts from the day it was purchased. A box of so many receipts; from tires, gasoline,
batteries, radiator hoses, and any other little repairs that needed during so many years. Of
course after all those years as a shop truck and many more sitting in the daughters garage, it
was in need of so much more than a surface cleanup. Pat was ready for this challenge. His goal
was to have his look bone stock on the outside with a change to most of the running gears that
only the more knowledgeable truck person would recognize. Keeping an inline six cylinder was
a must! He added a , the larger of the through design. This floor shift system was almost a
natural for the pickup. The differential rear end was a great find. Keeping the front axle was
important. He wanted it to keep the non-lowered original appearance. The front end difference is
the hidden 6 bolt disc brake system fitted to his axle. Yes, the original lever action shock
absorbers were rebuilt. They really are an excellent shock â€” just expensive! The real creation
was keeping the new dual chambered master cylinder under the floor between the original
clutch and brake pedals. Most people give up here on brake modifications and attach swing
pedals to the firewall. Not Pat! He did it like the design. A bracket to support the pedals was
attached to the transmission case much like GM did it. The opposite bracket on the original
frame rail could then be utilized with the pedal shaft as from the factory. Even the hand brake
lever is attached to the newer 4 speed transmission like it was in It comes through the floor in
the correct position. The 6 hole wire wheels are another eye catcher. Not cheap! They really help
it keep its look and hold the radial tires well at any speed. We call it his little original speed
machine! People are drawn to it at car shows or just moving in traffic. Virginia Swaim and her
father would be proud!! At the beginning of the Chevrolet and GMC truck body style, the parking
light assembly was placed on top of the headlight bucket. This was the first time both were
placed on the fender as a pair. All worked well together. To save tooling costs, GM chose to add
a pre-existing assembly from the year before on the Pontiac car. No changes were made from
this Pontiac park light assembly except its long sheet metal top was now painted and not
chromed. Beginning in and continuing through mid when this body design was discontinued ,
GM used a much less expensive park light housing on civilian trucks. A one piece stamped
metal cover was attached to the headlight bucket for a fraction of the cost as in This also used a
smaller less expensive glass lens. The difference was their hole punching which adapted to
changes in parking light assemblies. Tags: , accessories , chevrolet , gmc , old chevy truck ,
pickup Posted in Technical Articles [unsorted] Comments Off on Park light and Headlight
Assemblies. Seat the nut in modeling clay before pouring in the epoxy. Grease the bolt, then
screw it down through the epoxy into the clay. Wait a day, unscrew the bolt from the hardened
epoxy, and you will have a perfect fitting nut for moderate duty. It all began in when Dirk was
given a dilapidated Chevy truck with a ruined engine, broken glass, and four flat tires. Since his
youth, Dan had a strong interest in magic and with this truck, he quickly envisioned a traveling
magic show that would set him apart from all others. Dirk has even rigged his truck to spit
flames when he fires up the engine- just for added effect. His one hour magic show has been in
the Chicago area for many years. When I bought the truck it was almost all stock but it was in
pieces strewn between 3 garage stalls. The truck is all steel and had virtually no rust on any of
the body panels, but it was missing almost every trim, handle, lamp, chrome, interior, etc. Thank
goodness for Jim Carter catalogs! The build began in January of and was completed in June of
Modifications include the front suspension and frame rails from a Chevelle giving the truck
independent front suspension, power steering, power disc brakes, sway bar, etc. The engine,
transmission, rear differential, fuel tank, gauge cluster, seats, and more are all from a Camaro Z
Several thousand hours went into the build with a lot of custom work including shaved drip
rails, smoothed and reshaped lower grille panel, shaved front turn signals, rear roll pan, fuel
tank relocated behind the rear axle and fuel door added to the left rear fender, custom door
panels, console with cupholders , customized yet original looking dash panel, and many other
subtle mods. The interior was lined with Dynamat before finished and features full
instrumentation including tachometer, and seatbelts. The bed is white oak with 10 coats of
varnish. What a unique invention. American ingenuity at its best! This new steel center hub
extension includes eight long bolts to reach the original wheel studs. This holds the factory
wheel in place and then provides a threaded end for the original eight lug nuts which are
holding another matching wheel. The buyer of this aftermarket kit just had to be sure his new
outer tire was the same height as the original inner tire. Tags: , , , , , , , , , gmc , old chevy truck ,
pickup Posted in Technical Articles [unsorted] Comments Off on Aftermarket Dual Rear Wheels.
It is very important where to drill the hole for the new radio antenna. The results of making a

slight mistake will stay in your mind for many years to come! Radios during these Advance
Design years were never installed at the factory. This was done by the authorized GM Dealer. In
the box that contained the new radio was a paper template that prevented mistakes when
drilling the antenna hole. This hole in the cowl was so close to the belt line that the body to the
antenna seal gasket even lacked an edge where it touched this body belt. See photo. The sad
realization occurs later when a new radio antenna is installed by an amateur. He smiles as the
radio works great. The rear hood edge hits the antenna. Dave is our company technical advisor
and talks to hundreds of people each week helping with the many questions that come his way.
His own pickup is a prime example. Two other major changes have been the addition of a
powder coated frame and the deeper bed that matches these lower frame rails. If you would like
to contact Dave about his , his email address is dmoore aol. On my side of the story! Most of the
first few months were doing the work on it in my driveway, including disassembly, paint
stripping, metal finishing, some bodywork and painting parts, etc. Due to no room in garage for
the whole truck, it was quite a juggling show. The truck was in good restorable condition and
thanks to Jim Carter parts! It was a complete frame off restoration. Every nut, bolt, screw, was
reconditioned or replaced if bad! I think it was my most enjoyable restoration in the past 5
years. Everything was taken apart, refinished and reassembled back to new. I was amazed at the
quality of the vehicle construction when new. GM did an excellent job on design of this model
truck. This truck was bought back in by the Baranek family in Crivitz Wis. Additional comments
from the owners:. We have a daughter getting married tomorrow so things have been a little
hectic. Our truck is a 53 Chevy I remember riding in it with my grandfather as a chilled. When
my grandfather passed away the truck was handed down to my uncle who took over the farm. I
thought he sold the truck until one day I discovered it in his barn and there it was sitting for 45
years. Now my uncle is 80 years old and it took me a whole year to try to convince him to let me
buy it from him. I bought the truck for After we were all done having fun the truck sat in the shed
for 3 years and we finally found Bob to restore it. He worked on that truck for 2 years, then we
went to see it. Bob did a great job on the truck!!!!! Tags: , Chevrolet , chevrolet , old chevy truck
, pickup Posted in Featured Trucks [unsorted] Comments Off on Chevrolet. Jim Brallier of
Clearville, PA has this special truck because several things came together just right. He always
had a desire to restore an older truck. He was retired after a full career specializing in vehicle
mechanical repair and welding. His son is a professional auto body repairman and painter.
There was now extra time to peruse his long dream and all came together at the right time. Jim
discovered this factory deluxe pickup with all the trim only 60 miles away in the rolling hills of
South central Pennsylvania. This was known for coal mining many years ago and for some
reason the little truck had been stored in a garage 30 years ago and appeared related to the coal
mining business in this area. The garage saved it from years of bad weather however the first 20
years of being in the past coal mining area was not kind to the truck and 65 years of summer
humidity, even in storage, added to major body rust. But was a more rare deluxe pickup with the
extra rear corner windows! It took Jim Brallier no time to know this was to be the truck he had
planned for during his many past working years. It was too deteriorated not to be disassembled
down to the frame rails. The motor was locked after its 30 year storage and most body panels
were showing rust holes. Jim knew this would be a challenge but he refused to stop when all
the pieces were removed. It would have then only been salvage scrap metal! The attached
photos verify the pure deluxe features of this top of the line 5 window model. The Cape Maroon
color is correct for Stainless window trim, chrome grill and bumpers. Jim added chrome mirror
arms and taillights. The deeper 6 bolt wheels are about Blazer that allow for radial tires.
Polished stainless steel strips greatly add to the appearance of the 6 foot bed. The results are
now appreciated by all that see it. Two local car shows and two trophies! Maybe his experience
with his would make this a much easier second project to be a daily driver. The price was so
good. It was in an old storage garage and deeply covered with everything on the cab top and
along and in the bed. Without seeing little more than the truck front and no accessibility to the
side or cab, Jim still bought it. The next week he was back with his trailer and removing the
storage to gain access and then hauled it home. Once in his garage the overall condition check
was made. What is that? It certainly was not like his He cleaned the grease and dirt from a sheet
metal plate on the case. It was a Truckstell Overdrive! Even the operating cable under the dash
was there. What a find! Of course, he had to have it in his This changeover project was the most
exciting in all his restoration. To have this aftermarket option in his show truck would be the
ultimate accessory. He totally disassembled the unit and it required only new grease seals. Its
problem had been a frozen under dash control cable. The outer metal wire covering and
non-metal insulation tube were replaced. The actual inter cable was still ok. The total drive shaft
assembly was exchanged with his It was always necessary to shorten the closed drive shaft
torque tube system in the early years to make room for the over-drive gear box. The differential

ring and pinion gears came out together but no trade was needed in axle housing, axles or
brake system. Jim totally restored the overdrive including cleaning the Truckstell ID plate and
painting the case the original orange color found in a few spots. Why did GM never offer this
option in the early years? By then Chevrolet offered their own optional Borg-Warner overdrive
with the introduction of the open-drive shaft system. When Jim removed the door skin for
replacement, he found an ink pen in the bottom. It was lettered U. United Auto Workers. No
doubt, it was placed in the door by an assembly worker during assembly in NOTE: If you have
an interest in Truckstells, we found another person with a collection and most related literature.
Contact KB at his email address telekenfun ak. During the early years, most roads were not
paved and the quality of tires was far from that of today. Thus, tire repair was very big business.
It was necessary for vehicle manufacturers to provide the easiest access to the often needed
spare tire. Part of driving a car or truck was knowing how to change a tire. A long nut is
threaded to the top of the rod and tightens a curved metal over the tire. Not correct! The pickup
uses a hexagon securing nut. It is designed to be turned by the lug nut tire tool usually stored
under the seat cushion. Why the difference is unknown. The car driver would get less dirt or
grease on clothes or hands during a tire change, plus the car was usually on smoother roads,
not on the rough surfaces of a farm field or back roads that might loosen the securing nut.
Replacement hard parts for most of this side mount system are not being reproduced. Originals
usually must be restored. The support hardware is the same. Just another way of the two
marquis showing their individuality with limited expense. Pickup inside view. Not quite like a
Chevy car. Shown is the top dark threads where this retaining nut fits. This little vacuum wiper
motor has such a unique appearance! They have become quite rare in recent years.
Manufactured by Trico for just this truck, it fits above the windshield frame on the left side of
cab. A dealer accessory for the right side. Tags: chevrolet , gmc , motor , old chevy truck , trico ,
vacuum , wiper Posted in Technical Articles [unsorted] Comments Off on Vacuum Wiper Motor.
Did you actually think General Motors discarded the famous Advance Design truck cab tooling?
They displayed the same lightning bolt emblem as the trucks. Its owner is Jan van Bohemen in
Germany. It started as a larger work truck, however he wanted a pickup so he made the bed and
rear fenders to get the look he wanted. Very impressive! For your informationâ€¦more data on
the later-use of the Advanced Design Tooling. Not only did they use this tooling in Europe but it
was an assembly line produced truck in Brazil. Tags: , advance design , gmc , old chevy truck ,
opel Posted in Featured Trucks [unsorted] Comments Off on Opel. This month we feature a pick
up that is used just the way GM intended. It is still a work truck and at 65 years old it is used
daily in the greater Kansas City, Missouri, area. The truck is a Chevrolet half ton. Dennis now
stays busier than on prior career job with the telephone company. He can repair most anything
including his 46 and thus is a natural with home repairs. His little half ton is his daily work truck
and hauls materials and himself for his many remodeling projects. Dennis found it for sale 25
years ago beside a country road at the edge of town and had to have it! He then personally did
the restoration including the painting. Dennis said he made it above average but not for shows.
After all, he planned on driving it to work daily. All wheels are 5 bolt. An under dash radio is his
entertainment and the heater is from a car. The body is all GM as are the seats, grill, bumpers,
and bedstrips. Yes, he did replace the bedwood. With it being used so often in all its years
Dennis says it has to have over thousand miles and is still going strong!! It had been brought to
the show in an enclosed trailer from Virginia. His personal history, leading to this restored
Suburban, is a story by itself. He spent his youth in this mountain section of Virginia only 10
miles from his current home. This want proved a very difficult task. A year of patience and a
continued search finally met success. It was first owned by the Colorado Forest Service and
George was to become its third private owner. Rust was limited and all mechanicals could be
rebuilt or replaced. Once back in Virginia, the surface restoration began but soon went further
than new paint and a clean-up. Each part to be restored opened even deeper needs. Suddenly,
George was down to the frame rails. After all, with whole family to ride in the Suburban, he
needed no future problems. A nearby professional restoration shop was hired to lift the body
from the frame and restore the sheet metal. George took the chassis home. As he slowly found
new NAPCO parts to make the system perfect, the remainder of the chassis needed equal
treatment. Then it became a must to make it all new! He just could not go this far and not make
it all perfect. I want it new! Compromises were not acceptable. There was no turning back. The
Suburban was in hundreds of pieces. Even the grain, color, and seams of the new seat material
came from the samples that was on the original seat upholstery. A set of 5 bias ply George
located a truck for sale that had been in storage many, many years. It had new tires with even
the dimples on the tread. He bought the truck just to get the tires. All parts had to be new GM.
Another hunt. The differential and 4 speed transmission received the same treatment. The
restoration time was three years, completed September Ocean green paint was found under the

mirror arms so George knew the correct color. A new enclosed car trailer was a necessity. Even
more money in the project! It started in the world famous Hershey PA. Fall Show. And what
happened to the thought of having a clean Suburban for the family? Well, that will be the next
project. Their closed drive shaft prevented a position for a transfer case. On the rear, 6 bolt axle
spacers adapters allowed 8 bolt wheels to match the front. This is one of those rare Saturday
cruise shows when the temperature, a light breeze, and no rain make it a picture perfect day. A
few hundred vehicles, antique and street rods, fill the parking spots gather around the old city
square. The display overflow extends onto connecting side streets. Vehicle owners have
gathered to enjoy a common interest, a love of special interest and restored cars and trucks.
However, it is obvious that one vehicle is attracting more than the usual passing interest. A
constant flow of onlookers are staring at a large blue car or is it a truck. The color, workmanship
and engine bring most people to a stop as they are walking by this display. The owner is Jerry
Rivers of Independence, Missouri. The interest from the crowds prevent our questions but Jerry
agrees to allow us a later interview for pictures and questions. In a week we are at his small
antique Chevrolet parts store with all his attention. Jerry bought this Suburban 13 years ago
from the original owner in North Missouri. A friend was hunting and noticed the tired body in a
back field along a fence row. Rusted out floors, broken glass, and a totaled engine was the
package. Jerry saw the great potential plus he had always wanted an old Suburban. He is a
retired body man, so to him the challenge was not so threatening. He began the rebuilding after
a total disassembly. His parts business requires much time but he allowed himself one night
each week for Suburban duties. Thus, thirteen years for restoration! He wanted an original
appearing 60 year old vehicle but added many special accessories plus additions to make it
freeway friendly. Jerry provided us two pages of extras he carefully added during the 13 year
rebuilding. These are items you may not notice as you view the final product. We list them here
as he did for us. We should note three very special extras that make the Suburban even more of
a real show stopper. The Tailgate opens to the side and operates as if GM did it. This is a Jerry
Rivers Creation. No leaning over in the rear just to reach the body. Its Power Plant is a pure six
cylinder from They were originally in school buses and 2 tons only. It was a drop-in and moves
the Suburban easily to 70 mph. Of course the high speed 3. Cold Air Conditioning? The custom
made system is for the Chevy truck with a engine. No cutting on the body. Note the concealed
two control levers in what was once slots for the original factory radio speaker. Yes, it keeps the
large body Suburban comfortable during Missouri days of high humidity and temperatures.
Jerry has had the Suburban completed and at car shows for only three months. Two trophies
and so much public interest! His last show required a mile drive. Did he have any mechanical
problems? Of course not! He made it to be a new 60 year old Suburban. Tags: , 2 ton , chevrolet
, coca cola , delivery truck , old chevy truck , two ton Posted in Featured Trucks [unsorted]
Comments Off on Chevrolet 2 Ton Delivery Truck. The tired bed nearby had numerous removed
parts of questionable value. It was the high performance equipment that was the real challenge.
They were gradually found with much time researching. Jim went modern on the brakes using
disc on the front as well as a vacuum power brake booster under the floor. Even the seats are in
a black vinyl roll and pleat design with a correct rubber floor mat. The completed package is just
right. When in any car and truck show, this truck is the one that gets the crowds! His many,
many hours in the evenings paid off. It really turns heads in his town. After six years and a
gazillion dollars, I have a truck that tops out at 50 miles per hour. I have enjoyed working with
Jim Carter Truck Parts on this project. It sat under a big oak tree for many years until the
second owner bought it. The second owner did a basic restoration and painted it in the same
colors and scheme as it was when new. My future plans are to do a more detailed restoration
and install a GMC engine and five speed transmission to make it more usable while keeping the
original character of the truck. I will keep the tires, engine, trans and rear end so it can be
returned to stock. Jim Raeder. Roy is a perfectionist in vehicle restoration and this is one of his
best yet! The body and paint work was performed by Larry Swiggart. This Suburban brings
special childhood memories to Roy as it is like the his father bought-same year, color and
accessories. It was the family car for many years and was even driven a few times on fishing
trips to Canada and the Yukon. Roy watched for many years for a restorable Suburban that
could be made like the original family vehicle. He discovered this Suburban several years ago in
Sioux City, Iowa. The prior owner had reached the age of Little had been changed from the
factory except a bargain paint job years before. Amazingly it was rock solid, rust free, and only
55, original miles. Nothing was spared in the body off restoration. It was carefully removed from
the cushions, dyed, given new padding, and then put back in its original place. The seats now
look as though they are just out of the factory! Lucky for Roy the windlace surrounding the two
doors was in excellent condition. He very carefully removed it, dyed it the color of the back side
never exposed to daylight and placed it in its correct position. It appears new and with the

unique Suburban only color. No tears or cracks! The five piece headliner was not torn but had
sagged and faded. This too was removed, re-dyed, and contacted to a piece of formica on the
back side for strength. All were put in place with a new appearance. There is gloss black paint
on the inner fenders and upper radiator sheet metal. The shine in this area is often debated
during a complete restoration. However, all other items painted black are semi-flat black. A final
decision was made to add two hidden changes during restoration. To increase the speed on
modern highways, Roy replaced the 4. All outside appearance is unchanged, except radial tires.
To also give extra highway speed, Roy installed a Canadian Pontiac inline six cylinder which
has hydraulic lifters and the higher compression head. It is an excellent fit and even uses the
same motor mounts. The original valve cover is added on top to give an authentic look and an
adapter was used to enable an early style water pump to be installed. The engine is the correct
grey color and even the spark plug wires have the unprotected metal ends. Little was ignored in
this ground up restoration. Dealer installed accessories include fresh air heater, grill guard,
radio, and rear turn signals lights, running board step plates and a GM locking gas cap. This
vehicle was used back in the day to go around the streets of New York to give rides for 5 cents
to the kids who could not afford to go to a regular carnival or amusement park. Unbelievable
history for what this truck represents. Basically it rode around and stopped for kids just like the
ice cream trucks of today do. This is a very rare vehicle that less than a handful were produced
with only two that I know of, exist today. This is the true collectors vehicle. A one of a kind!!!
Powered by a 6cyl straight engine and a manual shift transmission. The truck is in non running
condition. This truck was stored for years and never started. The drivetrain will need to be
completely gone through. The Ride portion is an actual amusement type Tilt A Whirl style ride
with 6 cars a canopy, fence with an entrance and exit. The ride portion is in great shape and will
need painting to put it back into shape. The truck itself will need to be restored to its former
condition. The truck itself is very solid but will need some patches, repairs and mechanical
work. The time, effort and money spent on this investment will pay off. This truck is a true part
of American history and is a sure bet high dollar collectable when completed. A true one of a
kindâ€¦. Everything is complete with the truck it will just need totally redone. The tires are all
new, balanced and sealed holding air with no issues. If you are in the market for a rare one of a
kind collectable look no furtherâ€¦A real head turnerâ€¦. I believe the right person or Company
could restore this vehicle relatively inexpensive. It will be more labor than anything. A very solid
truck that is all there. Seems this could be a heck of a vehicle going across the Barrett Jackson
Blockâ€¦I truly had full intentions of redoing this vehicle. It could only bring fond meemories,
smiles and happiness when completed and that is all few and far between today. The sky is truly
the limit with this truckâ€¦. In the right hands, redone this really could be the buy of the
century!!! It would be impossible to measure the exact value of this collectors vehicle when
completed. I have seen nothing like this to date. I believe restoration should be relatively easy,
just bulky. Once the ride portion is removed you are looking at a cab and chassis to redo. It
truly would be wonderful to see this vehicle up and operating once againâ€¦. This world does
need some joy and hapiness and nothing is like old times!!! Although my family was in the coal
business in Washington,D. Always a bit of a gear-head and into anything with a motor, I saw the
Cab Over in a truck trader publication in September and fell in love with its Art Deco grill. I
bought the truck sight unseen and had it shipped to Maryland with the intention of fixing it up a
little and having fun with it. As many of these stories go, the next thing you know the truck was
in a million pieces and a complete restoration had begun. I felt that it would be kind of nice to
see this truck restored to near original condition. In doing so, however, I knew this would limit
travel speed and distance. The chevy has the famous inline stove bolt 6 cylinder engine. It is a 2
ton truck with a two speed vacuum rear, with 6. The paint scheme is definitely not stock, but
folks seem to approve of my choice. I am a building engineer at a country club near my home in
Dayton, MD. A lot of what I do from day to day helped in my first attempt at truck restoration. I
did a lot of restoration myself, but had a hand with the engine, paint and body work. I spent
many hours in front of the sand blast cabinet. Some of my best memories of the restoration
were the days like the first time we started the engine, the day we set the cab back on the frame
and the best of all, the first time I eased the clutch out and drove the truck out of the barn. Right
after the truck came home I realized I was going to need every resource I could to learn about
my new project and to locate parts. There are some great websites out there and folks who are
more than willing to help. I quickly learned that there are many parts on a cab-over that are
shared with a conventional truck. After a little time on the keyboard, I was finding parts and
pieces all over the country. Finding the grill bars proved a challenge. It took about two years to
find enough to make a fairly straight set. It was my very first time out with the truck and I had a
great time. I filled out my ATHS membership application that day and also joined the chapter. I
felt a little out of place at first among all the bigger trucks, but all that changed after our chapter

hosted the ATHS National Convention in Baltimore in That was the first really big truck show I
ever attended and it left a lasting mark on me. I have had a wonderful time taking my truck to
many shows, and have even brought two more trucks that I am working on now: a GMC and a B
Mack. Jennifer brought her mother to the convention in , and she was overwhelmed by the
passion that the truck owners had for their beautiful vehicles. My mother-in-law is also a big
supporter of my little hobby, and is responsible for having the beautiful signs made for the
truck. The signs were made from the original Marlow Coal Company logo and letterhead, and its
history is very dear to my heart. People always ask me if my truck is for sale. What started as
something to fix up a little and have some fun with soon turned into a complete restoration.
Billy Marlow saw the Chevrolet Cab-Over truck for sale in a trucker trader magazine and fell in
love with its Art Deco grill. He used his skills as a building engineer to do much of the
restoration work himself. I am Udi Cain, a war veteran from Israel. Strange but true! Due a
patriotic feeling, owner Mike Light of Independence, MO decided to use his primered truck to
collect the signatures of war veterans and active military. A few businesses help fill in some
open spaces. Mike has gathered this data in only three months. Gaining speed after you turn
onto the highway, your GM truck , moves toward a cruising speed equal to the surrounding
traffic. As your engine reaches about 2, rpm you suddenly hear a low hum up front. It does not
stop as the truck speed increases. If you lower the windows, play the radio, or turn up the fan
blower, this hum is not so noticeable but it is still there. How will you locate this noise source
when the truck is stopped? No problem. Others have researched this mystery noise, discovered
the source, and stopped it. Who would have thought the culprit is the hood springs? It appears
that on many GM trucks of this body style, the two coil hood springs develop this hum like a
tuning fork as surrounding air speed increases. The sound becomes magnified as it transfers to
the large sheet metal hood. This noise is easily stopped by filling the coils of the hood springs
with a towel or carved piece of foam. To produce what a difference this makes, tap your hood
spring with a hand tool and listen to the echo. It does not occur when the coil is filled with
material. Tags: , , chevrolet , gmc , old chevy truck , pickup , spring noise Posted in Technical
Articles [unsorted] Comments Off on Spring Noise. Unfortunately, it did not have side emblems
or related name plates that would cause people to remember this special model. On the actual
truck the word Highlander was only listed on the glove box door inside ID sheet. The horizontal
lower side trim has black inserts, not wood grain. As with most of the GM trucks the dash
housing, glove box lid, and door panels do not have the wood grain inserts as on the top of the
line Cheyenne Super. It is the cloth seat inserts that stand out on the Highlander interior. This
feature was the special Scottish plaid nylon cloth seat insert material. Four plaid colors were
available, depending on the exterior color. GM used the top of the line Cheyenne Super seat
covering but instead of the hounds tooth inserts substituted this unique Tartan plaid material.
The vinyl seat edging, door panels, and seat belts were all parchment no matter the seat or
exterior color. They have no emblem or letters and are specific for this particular model truck.
These actually had been used several years before as the stock 15 inch cover on the Chevrolet
Monte Carlo. Actually, the more advertised feature of the Highlander was three pre installed
option packages. Original equipment standard on the Highlander package A were chrome front
bumper, upper body moldings, door edge guards, and Below-Eye-Line door mounted mirrors.
Package B included the above items plus turbo hydramatic transmission, power steering and tilt
steering column. Package C added the above plus air conditioning and Soft-Ray tinted
windows. Unless you bought one new or located an original piece of sales literature, it is likely
that even GM truck lovers were not aware they existed. To give this seat insert a different
appearance, than the Highlander, it appears the material was turned 90o so the stripes ran the
opposite direction. To get the most sales from the special Scottish plaid used in the Highlander,
GM used it in one other application. The special Highlander seat covering could be obtained
with the Suburban. It, like the Highlander truck, was a custom Deluxe series with lower side trim
having satin black inserts. The special wheel covers were not used on this Suburban body. Two
of the enclosed pictures are from Frederic Lynes, who has these pictures of his avocado green
and white Suburban the day it was bought new. Note the Highlander seat coverings. Lynes also
furnished the two photos of the 72 Hawaiian blue vehicle showing a great color view of the
Scottish plaid. Frederic Lynes can be contacted at stingrayl82 comcast. Tags: , forgotten ,
highlander , old chevy truck , pickup Posted in Featured Trucks [unsorted] Comments Off on
Forgotten Highlander. It had little competition and stood alone as a combination off-road and
daily driver utility vehicle. Chevrolet truck dealers were taken by surprise! By , production was
in full swing. A major addition in was the introduction of the two wheel drive Blazer and Jimmy.
This was partially due to commitments by the U. Postal Service. Most government orders were
in six cylinders though some V-8 two wheel drive models found buyers in the private sector.
Sales of this unique vehicle spiraled. By , production had increased the volume of the

introduction year. Options that rivaled cars could now be ordered for their vehicles.
Surprisingly, the Suburban was held back as the trend toward very deluxe trucks continued.
This vehicle was not given the top of the line appointments as the trucks. Though this was
changed in the new body style, the Suburban lacked wood grain trim, bucket seats, and the
more deluxe door panels. The rubber floor mats were colored to match the interior but carpet
was not an option. The following pictures are of a totally original deluxe Suburban. Note the
door panels. They are almost identical to the Cheyenne pickup but lack the horizontal wood
grain strip at the top. Outside lower moldings have satin black inserts, not wood grain. The seat
covering is the Custom Deluxe style found on middle series pickups. The blue floor mats are
rubber, not carpet. There is, however, a unique upper trim molding used only on Suburbans
when you ordered the more deluxe unit. To get the most sales from the special Scottish Tweed
used in the Highlander, GM used it in two other applications. The special Highlander seat
covering could also be obtained with the Suburban and pickup. It, like the Highlander truck, had
lower side trim with satin black inserts. Lynes also furnished the two photos of the Hawaiian
blue Suburban showing a great color view of the Scottish Tweed. Frederick Lynes can be
contacted at stingrayl82 comcast. The enclosed pictures are from Frederick Lynes who has
these pictures of his avocado green and white Suburban the day it was bought new. Tags: ,
chevrolet , highlander , old chevy truck , suburban Posted in Technical Articles [unsorted]
Comments Off on Suburban Highlander. Its unique features causes us to take a strong second
look. The more we observed this clean little shortbed, the more we saw features that were
special to this South American Chevy. The driver was not available so we just took pictures and
studied the differences. It appears the GM plant in Argentina used parts from the earlier series
of Chevrolet trucks to save much money. This helped make the vehicle more affordable for the
local buyer. A real money saving technique is the use of 6 bolt wheels. See side mounted spare
tire in attached photo. In the US, was the first year for disc brakes and 5 bolt wheels. In
Argentina, a big savings was to keep the non-disc brake system. Therefore, we see the 6 bolt
early wheel on this In this Argentina example, the fenders and bedsides are without marker
lights. These were required in the U. Check the tail lights! These are on U. This truck even had
the red bow-tie molded in the red lens. Note the resulting sheet metal differences in the rear of
the bedsides. There is not any metal contours for the U. There are no back-up lights and using
earlier light assemblies lowers production costs. Yes, this feature truck had been repainted in
past years but it is doubtful if the tail lights were added to give a custom touch. They are valued
in their ability to haul merchandise! Most seen today started life as they were advertised
carrying a vacation camper. They were usually more taken care of during their beginning years
and the camper protected their wood bed from weather. Later in life, their heavier rear
suspension caused them to be used more as a work truck. With limited parts investment and by
using pre-existing components, this new model was born in mid The chassis had already been
in existence since the beginning of the body style in Most of the components of this new
Longhorn fleetside box had also been used on the earlier pickups. To create this new longer
fleetside bed, GM simply produced a pair of six inch vertical bed extensions to place between
the pre-existing sides and front bed panel. An expensive metal floor was not a part of this new
longer fleetside pickup. This shorter long bed could be obtained with either a wood or metal
bottom bed. The resulting trim joining point was therefore not in line with the vertical bed
extension joint at the front. These special trucks were available from mid year through They
were not continued with the introduction of the new body style. That question nagged me the
day a Chevrolet official handed me the keys and turned me loose in a new Longhorn pickup.
When I asked a Chevrolet truck salesman the same question a few days later, he replied:. The
rest of it is locked up in accessories and quite a bit of optional equipment. Good advise. On a
deluxe pickup, I sort of, well, expected that a spare tire and wheel would be standard equipment.
For those not familiar with pickups, the standard pickup any brand has an eight-foot cargo box.
Why all the noise over a slightly larger pickup? The next logical question would be, why? Why a
longer wheelbase, for example? Anyone knows that the longer the wheelbase trucks require
more turn-around space. But, looking at it from the Chevrolet viewpoint, a longer wheelbase
also improves the ride, offers a more stable platform, and makes a much better carrier for all
kinds of loads. For instance, a suburban home owner will like the big cargo box for hauling a
variety of material. Its rear suspension, for instance, is built around tough two stage leaf springs
for steadier going and surer handling. The Longhorn is available with five different engines and
several different transmissions. Our test truck was equipped with a cubic inch V-8 rated at
horsepower. The Longhorn bench seat is a firm, comfortable, non-slip type that gives the driver
a feeling of command. It is neither too high for comfort nor so low that shorty-drivers have to
stretch their necks. The instrument panel includes a tachometer, speedometer and functional oil
and temperature gauges. Start the engine and a muffled growl, low and strong, comes lightly

through heavy cab insulation. Step on the accelerator and the Longhorn instantly takes hold.
Lightly loaded, the Longhorn still hangs on tight right up through the gears. Surprisingly, there
was little wheelspin except on wet streets after a rain. I had no stop-watch with me but I know
that the Longhorn will probably be the first pickup up a steep hill. Meant more for power than
speed, the pound Longhorn nevertheless comes on strong in situations where it really counts.
A pickup with a smaller engine, for example, often has a difficult time entering freeways. But the
Longhorn gets right out there despite a ton of hay riding the cargo deck. In the hands of an
amateur an empty pickup would be a handful. Crank it on too fast, too often, and the rear wheels
will chirp or slip-grab as they try to deliver traction faster than the lightly-loaded rear tires can
bite the pavement. Our particular test truck had the optional three speed Turbo Hydra-Matic
transmission. Shoving a stick-shift unit into the Longhorn makes about as much sense as
hitching up an elephant to a pony cart. Underneath, our test unit was wearing a Maximum
Traction differential and an axle ratio of 3. Chevy rates this combo good up to about pounds.
For loads over pounds, they suggest the optional ratio of 3. In this department, the Longhorn
gets unusually high marks. It has a square-cornering ability few sedans can match and a
sure-footed stance that keeps it straight when braking or lane-changing. By adding just or
pounds of weight near the rear of the box, the pickup handles even better. Extra weight cuts
down on wheelspin. Overall, the Longhorn is a solid-feeling pickup that any driver will
appreciate. The is currently the largest engine available in a factory pickup in any brand. The
Longhorn should make a great carrier for a half-dozen trail bikes, for towing a boat, or for
hauling a rented coach now and then. The luxury interior and comfortable cab will probably lure
many new buyers away from station wagons and sedans. The Longhorn is a smooth newcomer
that undoubtedly will spark a host of imitations. It offers the longest wheelbase and largest
cargo box of any two-door pickup, plus larger engines than competitors. As for the price? My
guess is that the glass is a little too small for the track, or the channels were misaligned.
Steamy vapor clung stubbornly to the inside of the windshield. The only way to clear it away
was to turn on the defroster full force, roll down one window, or both. On a cold morning,
neither method pleased us very much. From a purely personal viewpoint, I found it strange that
Chevrolet would spend so much on interior design, but so little on panel coverings. The cab
ceiling and much of the door panel areas were bare metal. Now, in a work-duty pickup that
might be practical. Metal is more durable than plastic coverings, obviously. But in a class-type
pickup, which the Longhorn most definitely tried to be, I found it objectionable. Tags: , ,
chevrolet , custom camper , gmc , longhorn , old chevy truck Posted in Featured Trucks
[unsorted] Comments Off on Longhorn. We hope the following information on Axle,
Transmission and Model identification will help many of you with your questions. Accuracy was
a concern as we compiled this information. Because GM made so many scheduled as well as
unscheduled changes, there is much discussion about these changes. Disclaimer: This truck I.
Tags: , , chevrolet , gmc , old chevy truck , truck tech Posted in Technical Articles [unsorted]
Comments Off on Truck Tech. By , General Motors panel truck production came to a halt. GM
did not even wait until the end of the body series in ! If you ever see a Chevrolet or GM panel
truck, tip your hat. The Final Blow! Tags: , , chevrolet , gmc , old chevy truck , panel truck
Posted in Technical Articles [unsorted] Comments Off on Panel Trucks. The first year of the
series of trucks had various characteristics that were unique to just that one year. For the
perfectionist, GM trucks are always a challenge. Because the GMC trucks sold in smaller
numbers finding one with most of its original components is unusual. Trucks at that time were
still considered more for work than pleasure, so few put the additional money in the extra trim.
The GMC Super Custom in these photos is one of the better examples of this top of the line
model. It was repainted the original red several years ago and unfortunately had its wheelwell
and side trim removed at that time. Most everything else except the non original wheels remain
factory installed. From and newer the GMC letters were placed on the nose of the hood and not
stamped in the grill. These are now very rare and were often removed during a repaint or minor
restoration because of surface pitting and lack of new replacements. Of course, as with other 67
makes, there are no side marker lights. Federal regulations made these necessary in and up.
Thus, fenders on are one year only. During this first year, only the deluxe cabs had upholstered
door panels instead of bare metal. This was the final year that both of these makes used the
same arm rests that had been on GM trucks since Like the 67 Chevrolet, this year GMC, did not
have chrome edges on the dash cluster. The coloring is reversed from the Chevrolet on its
plastic dash cluster. The outer edge and inner rings are black. The flat surface is charcoal gray.
The metal glove box door is matching colors. Even on this Custom model, the outside mirror
arms are body color, not chrome. The steering wheel is deluxe only because of the clear plastic
horn button. Below its clear surface is a chrome disc with GMC letters, just try to find a horn
button like this at any swap meet. Because it is a custom, it comes with a big rear window.

Stainless trim surrounds both the front and rear window. The wing vent assemblies are trimmed
in stainless, not black as on the other models. One very unique feature on both Chevrolet and
GMC in is the chrome wing vent handles. They are a carry over from the series. The stud
assembly attaching these handles wraps around the wing glass edge. There is not a stud hole in
the glass as in Therefore, this glass is a one year only item. Even on the Custom and the
Chevrolet CST the horizontal chrome strip on the hood edge and the front fender tips did not
come out until GM step beds during are almost the same. They even use identical tailgates.
Thus GM did not find it necessary to change the rear bumper stamping during these 12 years.
However, there is one important difference which distinguishes the from rear stepbed bumpers.
During GM placed two stamped square holes not in through on either side of the center dip
below the license plate. This is because the later series had their license plate bracket attached
to this bumper, not to the rear bed cross sill as in the earlier Until then, the stepside body style
with outside rear fenders was the norm. With smaller horsepower from available engines, the
limited hauling capacity in the stepside box was well matched to the existing power plants. If
the customer required a pickup with more hauling volume, the stepside was simply made
longer. To compensate for the extra gross weight, the manufacturer lowered the differential
gearing. Thus the small engines continued to serve well but the result was a slower highway
speed. With the introduction of the Chevrolet high oil pressure six and small block V-8 engine,
power was now available to allow for a radical new bed change. Pickup bed dimensions would
be increased side to side in addition to length. Extra hauling capacity on the same wheelbase
could be now handled by the additional horsepower. Both Chevrolet and GMC introduced the
same fleetside in If you needed a 1 ton pickup the prior long stepbed model still remained the
only choice. No doubt, these new fleetsides created much notoriety in a world of stepside
pickups. This first GM fleetside box style was offered only two years until a redesigned side was
introduced in These terminate at a unique round rear taillight which is also special to just this
bedside. A very deluxe optional model of this new fleetside was introduced in Some feel it was
to replace the recently discontinued Cameo Carrier. It featured additional bed trim, stainless
window moldings, chrome grill and bumper, plus a nicer interior. Its sides came with long
stainless steel strips and die-cast ends beside the horizontal bed spears. This bed trim is very
rare today! Unfortunately, the few original beds remaining make reproducing these horizontal
trim strips financially impractical. The featured early fleetside for this article is a Chevrolet short
bed. Its owner is Olen Moore of Odessa, Missouri. He recently completed a three year ground up
restoration to exact factory specifications. Olen even used the correct Galway Green, a very
popular color during that era. Notice the stamped side spears and upper rear fleetside chrome
emblems. The momentum of four wheel drive popularity definitely began after World War II.
Major pickup manufacturers were not yet offering this as one of their factory options so a great
opportunity existed for new companies. For those that traded their vehicles regularly, these kits
could be removed and installed under a newer truck. This was a big selling point as the finished
product plus labor usually retailed for almost as much as a new light truck. General Motors
solved this problem and with less investment capital! The Northwest Auto Parts Co. NAPCO
would continue to have their franchised installers in most major cities, however GM would offer
the same system from their assembly plant. The large letters NAPCO were always cast in the
front axle housing in view to a person looking under the front bumper. Note the emphasis on
rugged use. On the task force body style, , the GMC hoods began quite different than Chevrolet.
Beginning in a large opening, 5. In this grill was removed in place of a perimeter ring. Why the
less attractive ring was added is a question. Possibly this grill held leaves and restricted some
air intake or maybe it was a change just to be change. There was no hood opening in these last
two years of this series. The following chart indicates each assembly plant and the sequence of
vehicle serial numbers which apply to First Series or Second series. Tags: , , chevrolet , old
chevy truck , second series , truck tech Posted in Technical Articles [unsorted] Comments Off
on Truck Tech. The issue of multiple piece rims and safety comes up frequently. There seems to
be a quick rush to judgment about any rim that has more than one piece, and while certain
types of multiple piece rims have indeed been outlawed and are no longer made, many others
are not only still in service, they are still made new. The two piece split rim uses a lock ring that
is fixed and is one solid piece. To remove, you tip the ring at an angle and then slip it by the
notch. To mount, do the opposite. They are put together pretty much the same way they do
now-a-days on big truck rims. The safety of these rims is directly dependent upon their overall
condition. I have split rims on all three of my vintage GMCs. I have many many miles on my
original split rims and find them to be great for my purposes. Others may have different views of
what works for them. They all have the correct split rim wheels. There has been absolutely no
problem with any of them. Now, it has changed to about once in 6 months. This will nicely
contrast with the painted wheel. You might say they even look a little like white walls! It really

helps the appearance! See photos. Beginning in these bumpers became an extra cost option
and have remained this way ever since on most pickup models. The reason relates to trucks
being mostly for work. Though protecting the bed from minor rear damage, a bumper also kept
the driver from backing up against a loading dock. GM found that many farmers and
construction workers had been removing the rear bumper to get the truck flush against a dock.
This eliminated most of the gap between the truck and dock. Broken legs of livestock and
employees during loading were also greatly reduced. The following picture is an example of a
and newer GM step bed pickup. Its owner went against the current trend of adding the optional
rear bumper during its restoration and kept his truck basic. It is important to note, that to
protect the license plate bracket without a bumper, GM placed it on the left side. Holes are in the
middle of the rear cross sill from the factory to make it easier for the dealer to install the rear
center license plate bracket while adding the optional bumper. Note the rear spare tire arm is at
an angle to also protect it from damage if backing or being even lightly bumped in traffic. This
picture shows an optional right taillight. From the assembly line this truck would have only the
left light with attached license bracket. Factory installed optional bumper including correct tail
lights and license bracket above. Purchasing a optional cigarette lighter assembly from some
vendors provides reproduction that is far from original in appearance. A manufacturer recently
offered the optional lighter assembly but used a knob from the headlight of a There is no
similarity to the real lighter! Prices of more valuable metals such as copper and nickel reached
their height during mid through Though U. America almost demanded chrome on cars even if it
raised prices. Decorative shiny trim was almost necessary to get buyers into the showroom.
Trucks were a different story! They were work vehicles. Eliminating the chrome extras did
nothing to lessen the load capacity or operations off road. To keep the price down GM and other
truck manufacturers removed much of the chrome and replaced it with paint. The steel
stampings were the same, they were just painted. City, county, federal, and many companies
bought fleet trucks that offered the lowest price. Purchases had little to do with appearance. The
noticeable changes on GM light trucks is the lack of chrome on hub caps, grill bars, bumpers,
and even the wiper knob. Stainless steel also felt the Korean War shortages. The deluxe five
window pickup cab no longer had the stainless around the windshield and side windows. The
glove box as well as the radio speaker horizontal trim was now painted steel. The deluxe panel
truck with all its extra stainless side trim was now history. By the chrome and stainless was
back stronger than ever though some base models were kept in paint to hold their price low.
The year put Chevrolet on top! All stops were removed in announcing and continual advertising
of the totally redesigned passenger car and their first V-8 engine. Television, radio, news papers
and dealers regularly told the public that Chevrolets best year had arrived. It was not good
timing to also begin an equal advertising campaign for the totally new truck that was ready for
manufacturing. A good business decision by GM was to wait about six months until the car ads
had slowed, then advertising could begin again for their redesigned trucks. This would hit the
customers twice in one year on major changes in the Chevrolet market. It was unheard of for
GM to not introduce a new Chevy vehicle each year, therefore at least something had to happen
with trucks at the beginning of the model year. Chevrolet would introduce the truck by making
several changes to their pre-existing This was actually created for the later trucks but with
dealer demand it was moved up to be in the early body style. This major drive line change
required a different 3 speed transmission, rear leaf springs, shift linkage and shift box. The
outside visual changes were minimum. During the about 5 months production, the early truck
was given totally different hood side emblems. However, to reduce costs the number portion of
the emblem could be changed depending on the size of trucks. A no cost difference was
changing the vertical stripes on the front hood emblem from red on the to white on the The
paint arrangement on the non-chrome grill was also a non cost change for Chevrolet. The grill
bars were changed from body color to white. Interior paint again a no cost change was slightly
modified from a pearl beige color to a light metallic brown. Thus, with little extra investment
Chevrolet had a new truck for the beginning of This was the final offering of this body style that
began in The truck was prepared for these during production so the dealership could later add
them with less effort. As much as possible GM would punch holes, attach removable plates,
press in dimples, etc. Several accessories using the pre-placed holes or dimples in these early
Chevrolet and GMC trucks are the right side taillight bracket, fresh air heater, radio, front
bumper guards, cigarette lighter, arm rest, glovebox light, and windshield washer. Options were
added at the factory. They were more difficult to install by individual dealerships and were
therefore placed on the vehicle during production. Tags: accessories , chevrolet , gmc , old
chevy truck , options Posted in Technical Articles [unsorted] Comments Off on Accessories vs
Options. If you install a modern rear end with an open driveshaft and retain the original springs,
the wheels will end up offset forward inside of the original wheel openings in the fenders. To

correct this problem, remove the original springs and reverse them end to end front to back as
they are the same on both ends. This will bring the spring centerbolt to the rear of the axle and
place the new rear end in the center of the fender wheel openings. This practice has created
many problems in later years as states became stricter in titling. Unfortunately, many older
vehicles outlast their engine and owners rarely rebuild the originals. To save time and certainly
expense, a rebuilt unit or a used one from another vehicle would often be installed. This worked
great until years later when state safety inspections began or the vehicle was sold out of state.
With a prior engine transplant, there was no ID numbers that would match the title. They were
for work and keeping their production cost low was a priority. The bumpers during were the
same front and rear. The center hole at the front held a vertical steel bracket which was needed
if the truck was hand cranked. Rather than make a 4 hole rear bumper, GM simply used their
front on the rear. Even in with a slightly different horizontal shape, the factory 5 hole punch was
used on front and rear. Therefore, the rear bumper hole has no purpose. To cover this hole, GM
produced a special bumper bolt that has become very rare. To save costs it is a surprise that
anything was used GM created a one inch long stud held in place with a sheet metal speed nut.
It has no threads and its head is covered with a stainless cap so it looks like the other bumper
bolts from a distance. Most of these original rare filler bolts will have dents and scrapes on the
stainless cap. A skilled person can place a new stainless cover from a more common
replacement bolt and make this rare unit look like new. Only GMC provided this option. This
difference existed with the first GMC pickup in and continued through the end of the Advance
Design series in Possibly the reasoning for this was the horsepower difference between these
two marquis. The base six cylinder Chevrolet engine provided 92 hp. The standard GMC six
boasted hp. To get the approximately nine inch extra GMC chassis length not only were the two
frame rails longer but the drive shaft was extended. GMC engineers did this by developing an
extension which was the connecting length between the standard short bed closed drive shaft
and the rear of the transmission. The adjacent photo shows this unique connector link installed
in its GMC. Without a doubt this link has performed almost flawlessly beyond the miles
expected by its designers. However, it does have its long term limitations. Watch for sources for
the rare replacement parts in this connector link just in case. When you would like to restore
your truck and no workshop is available, there is a solution. Most all the repairs can occur in a
temporary shop and at a very low cost. He even made the floor using the backside of used
carpet on top of sheet plastic. Its roll-up sides are adjusted for the weather. It can later be
removed and stored in the original box. If you need a building for your restoration, this may be
your answer. Just check with your city for possible zoning restrictions! If you needed a 2-ton
and larger, GMC was the division to contact. They had been a large truck specialist even before
GMC brought out a line of light trucks in direct competition with Chevrolet. These new trucks
shared most sheet metal with Chevrolet as well as transmissions, front suspension, wheels and
differentials. A few minor changes were the grille, hood sides, lettered tailgate and hubcaps;
however, the major difference was the engine. At that time GMC did not produce a small engine
that could fit their new light duty trucks. Their totally new small six-cylinder overhead valve
power plant was still three years away. The solution was to use a pre-existing engine from one
of the General Motors other divisions. They adopted the cubic inch six-cylinder flat head valves
in the block engine from Oldsmobile. Its power, size and reliability in cars made it the best
choice and replacement parts were already available from the Oldsmobile division. This proven
engine in combination with the new low cab body proved successful and allowed GMC to begin
gaining ground in the small truck market. This full oil pressure insert bearing engine updated by
Oldsmobile in to was main source of power during the early years of smaller GMC trucks, One
exception was in the half-ton pickup in For this model and year only, GMC now used a different
smaller flat head six-cylinder. It came from the Pontiac car division and it even has the Pontiac
Indian head symbol cast in the right side of the engine block. It had cubic inches. Few of these
light duty GMC survive today. They not only experienced the usual heavy work jobs as trucks,
but with World War II new truck shortages meant few GMCs were set idle in storage. After the
war, most were worn down to where it cost more to repair them than using them to make a
down payment on a new truck. Thus, the majority were lost to the crusher. With increasing
numbers of small businesses and the population gradually moving to the cities, the panel truck
found a place in our society. Advantages of the panel over other trucks for small business are
numerous. Their weather-tight body protects cargo from rain, snow, driving wind and summer
sun. Very important is the security feature. Merchandise is out of sight and can be locked. They
are economical over big trucks and much more maneuverable than the larger commercial
vehicles. Panel trucks are just right for moving in crowded streets and narrow alleys. The
bodies were excellent for protecting used parts starters, generators, bearings, clutches, etc.
This new van with short nose, had better turning radius, more cargo space on a like wheelbase,

and a side freight door. It was the truck to buy. On most models the price was even lower. The
panel truck could not compete! Their popularity became so low that GM discontinued the
vehicle even before the end of the body style. This tells how the sales had dropped. Production
was stopped even though the assembly line was operating and the tooling was able to continue
stamping the body panels. In , General Motors called it quits. The panel truck was history! With
the major sales decline during the final years, you will see less of the units than of the earlier
designs. Even finding a rough final series panel is a rare occurrence. The newest is now over 30
years old. They were built for work responsibilities. Few were kept out of the weather. Most were
owned by companies and driven by their employees. A major change in large truck Chevrolet
front bumpers occurred during there years. The big bumper change was in Possibly this was
because Chevrolet introduced its first 2 ton model that year. General Motors right hand drive
trucks, though unusual in the United States, have always been very popular in specific
countries such as Britain, New Zealand, South Africa, and Australia. These vehicles were not
produced in the U. Due to reversed dash boards, the change in steering components,
differences in starter linkages, and tail light locations, etc. This was mostly to help provide more
local jobs. Thus for many years the GM Canadian facility exported truck parts only to the New
Zealand assembly plant in Petone near the capital city of Wellington. Hundreds of freight
containers supplying GM truck parts regularly arrived at this New Zealand assembly plant. The
specialized parts from Canada were engines, frames, suspension components, disassembled
cabs and front sheet metal. The New Zealand plant then assembled the truck and furnished
parts they could provide locally. A locally made wood deck could be added during assembly.
Either with or without this deck, the two rear pickup metal rear fenders from the Canadian plant
were wired or otherwise secured at the rear of the cab. The finished vehicle was delivered this
way to local New Zealand GM dealers. The lack of a bed would also allow the budget minded
buyer to construct his own deck or hauling platform and better afford the new truck. A New
Zealand trailer manufacturer during these early years used pickup rear fenders on their finished
product. Their small general purpose trailers were usually equipped with these new metal
pickup fenders. A retired 88 year old manager of this company remembers having standing
orders with all New Zealand pickup dealers not just GM to purchase their extras. This saved
additional expense on their completed trailers. Their right hand drive feature is unique to
American readers, however, these Chevrolets have another very unusual characteristic. As with
most New Zealand Chevrolet trucks, their cab was assembled in the New Zealand Petone plant
from pre-stamped pieces, and are a mixture of two types of trucks. The rear of the cabs and
door outer sheet metal are of the U. The cowl, windshield frame, hood and grill are the style.
Yes, they do weld together nicely into a single unit but the horizontal door and hood lines do
not match. Quantities of older style rear cabs, roofs, and door stampings were either already
available or the prior tooling still had much remaining life. The lower cost could then be passed
on to the retail truck buyer. Just another way of producing the New Zealand GM truck at the
lowest possible price! Another theory for this unusual combination cab is due to the beginning
of World War II. No doubt being in the war created an immediate demand for all trucks in New
Zealand. Rather than lose sales while the cab tooling changeover occurred at the Canadian
supply plant to the new design body GM continued with the prior sheet metal for their in
demand export truck. In , Chevrolet presented all-new generation of medium and high duty truck
lines. These trucks received a new 96" BBC cabs with the design in a style of light-duty models.
The compact design of these new short-conventionals allowed the same cab-to-axle dimensions
as those of last year's models with wheelbases that were 8 inches shorter. This means that
short overall lengths and excellent maneuverability formerly available only with expensive
low-cab-forward models , now can be used in conventional design. Gasoline-powered models
could be ordered with in-line six or V8 engines. Horsepower ratings ranged from for the Six up
to for the V8. Diesel models with horsepower ratings from for the N Detroit Diesel up to for the
DH Torq-Flow were offered in the 50 and 60 series. GVW ratings from 16, to 27, lbs. There were 6
variants of wheelbases: " models , , , " models , , , " models , , , " models , , , " models , and "
model Chevy's tandem models were available in two basic types - Chevy C50 trailing axle
tandems with GVW ratings to 30, lbs. Chevy C50 tandems were available in three wheelbases
with a choice of three gasoline engines - Six, V8 and V8. The standard boogie assembly was
rated at 28, lbs. Chevy C60 tandems were powered by V8 gasoline or DH diesel engines. Tand
rear diff diagram
2004 trailblazer wiring schematic
04 outback
em rear axle assemblies with ratings of 30, or 34, lbs. In , a new cubic inch V8 engine and 23,
lbs rear axle options for Chevy C60 permitted GCW ratings to 60, lbs. The model range got only

slight changes in , , , and I need some help trying to change out the manual steering to power
steering. Any I ideas? Thanks , Rick. I have a Chevy Bonanza. What does the series 40 mean?
Trying to find parts for my dads 69 chevy dump. Any information on where to find parts would
be appreciated thanks. I have a c 60 73, miles 2spd rear and 5spd low hole trany make offer I
don't want a hole lot it needs a good home. Wheel cylinders for 72 c60 oddly i went to summit
racing then, to doorman application online. Ordered from summit, took a little time but, great
price for new wheel cylinders. My friend gave me a motor but still in his truck I do have the vin
number. The Coles crane in pic 24 is of great interest,I drove one of these Mk. Is this crane still
around?. Follow us. Unknown models: Do you know?

